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  Description

  The Stealth Mount is designed to perfectly fit your PS5. The first time you slide your console in is satisfying and rewarding. Maximum Ventilation Remove & Replace - You can easily remove and replace your console for maintenance or cleaning. They're so simple to use that you can't go wrong
Fixing your PS5 to the wall also helps with airflow and circulation, preventing the console from overheating. The PS5 is pretty beefy. Its official dimensions measure at a taller height and longer length than the Xbox Series X. Best answer: Yes. Although the PS5 and PS5 Digital Edition were displayed vertically during their initial announcement, both can lie horizontally. Due to a potential design flaw, using a PS5 horizontally may be the safest way to play on the system. Can the PS5 lie on its side? Established in 2015 in Ipswich, Dynas embarked on a mission to declutter living spaces, offering innovative solutions for modern homes. While our game console wall mounts are a popular choice, our diverse range of wall mount solutions cater to a myriad of needs, ensuring every corner of your home can be organized aesthetically. But given that you’re reading this article, we assume that you already understand the benefits of wall mounting a PS5 and just want to get your console up on the wall to continue with your gaming session.We all know how difficult it is to free our gaming setups, and the GIANT PS5 Router does nothing to help. That is why we created the Stealth Mount to free up your desk & gaming space. Like a Glove Designed In House - The Stealth Mount cradles your PS5 to free up desk space and achieve a minimalist aesthetic. PS5 Digital Edition: Approx. 15.4x 3.6x10.2 inches (widthxheightxdepth) (excludes largest projection, excludes base) Wall mounting a PS5 is one of the best ways to keep your console safe. When your PS5 is up on the wall, it’s out of harm’s way and is less likely to be the target of your frustration if you lose a crucial game of EAFC24 in the last minute.
Fixing your PS5 to the wall also helps with the airflow and circulation of the device, preventing it from overheating. The process also helps with cable management and means that you don’t have unruly cables hanging down the wall of your gaming room.All of our wall mounts also come with a 1-year manufacturer’s warranty, and we will replace any broken or damaged mounts within this timeframe. While standing the PS5 up looks the coolest because of Sony's unique design, it is likely best to play with it on its side. This is mainly due to the potential design flaw that could cause vertical PS5s to fail after getting too hot, requiring you to send it in for repair if you're one of the unfortunate individuals who end up with a defective system. Depending on where you live, the time it may take for your exchanged product to reach you, may vary. Keep collections to yourself or inspire other shoppers! Keep in mind that anyone can view public collections - they may also appear in recommendations and other places. Wall-mounting a PS5 is a great way to re-organise your man cave. Rather than leaving your PS5 on the floor or worrying about the space it takes up on your bookshelf, you can mount it on the wall next to your TV.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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